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EVA3 Protective Case
The EVA3 protective case is a sleek and appealing shield for the 
iPad. This soft, easy to hold foam-based case is simple to carry and 
protects your device from drops and tumbles. It features a 
completely redesigned handle and integrated dual angle stand to 
provide improved stability, better viewing options, and easy 
attachment of Compusult's carrying strap and stylus. 

New EVA3 Features 

Ÿ Larger, easy grip handle with improved strap 
attachment points

Ÿ New handle design offers better viewing angles 
and stability, stylus storage, and an accessory 
slot for Compusult mini Bluetooth speaker or 
portable power bank.

Ÿ Fits 10.2” iPad including new 9th Generation and 
10.5” iPad Air.

Ÿ Enhanced impact resistant materials, including 
better reinforced corners. 

Ÿ A raised screen bezel to better protect your 
mobile device screen during accidental drops.

Ÿ Soft and easy to hold, but not too big and bulky.

Ÿ 100% non-toxic, lightweight and environmentally 
friendly materials, with no metal components 
(lead, latex, phthalate and PVC free).

Ÿ Resistant to oils, chemicals, stains, molds and 
germs.

Ÿ Durable and lightweight.

Ÿ Easy to clean.

Ÿ Available in black and blue. Other                                                                                                                                  
colours available on special                                                                                                                                                      
volume orders.
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Mobile Accessory Bundle 
Compusult’s Mobile Accessory Bundle comes with a variety of accessories for your 
iPad. Each bundle includes an EVA3 protective case for your device, Compusult’s 
tempered glass screen protector, an optional carrying strap, an ergonomic metal 
stylus, and the iGo Bluetooth wireless portable speaker. Please note this bundle 
includes accessories only, iPad devices not included.

EVA3 Protective Case with Optional Carrying Strap

Compusult’s EVA3 is an easy-to-hold, foam-based case that protects your device 
from accidental drops and tumbles. It features even better protection and stability, a 
built-in convertible stand that doubles as a handle, a stylus storage slot and cut-outs for 
attaching Compusult’s EVA3 carrying strap.

Compusult’s iGo Bluetooth Portable Wireless Speaker 

Compusult’s iGo Bluetooth wireless speaker is a perfect pairing for any 
mobile device running AAC apps. iGo’s portable, splashproof design 
provides excellent volume and clarity, ensuring you are heard when 
communicating through any AAC app for iPad, Android and Windows. It 
features 5 hours of continuous play time, allows for hands-free calling, 
has a powerful 5-Watt speaker and a special acoustic design that lets 
air compress and expand to release sound energy. It also has a 
built-in carabiner clip, microphone and microSD card slot. 

Tempered Glass Screen Protector and Stylus

Ease of use and protection are further enhanced with Compusult’s 
tempered glass screen protector and ergonomic metal stylus.

This bundle can also be configured with any or all of the following 
accessory options upon request. Choose the solution that works 
best for you.

      Mobile Accessory
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